Note –
Images used in this presentation belong to the Movie Poster Artists and is being used as per the Fair Use act. At the end of this presentation we will provide the names of the movies for everyone attending to enjoy if they decide to. We have not seen all of these movies so not sure what they are about. But want to give the right credit for usage of that poster.
Boring Stuff

• GREW
• Established ourselves
• Differentiated
• Polished our messaging
• Got new clients
• Got more reviews
• Started Consulting Arm
• 2014 – 4 Years – we are now on our way to do good
B. Chaparala's
Shiv Charan
Directed by Anil Kumar
Music by Bappi Lahiri
Lyrics by Amit Khanna
Key Takeaways

• Take a RISK

• Don’t let FEAR grip you

• Go beyond the Tactics

• Innovate!

• Celebrate the Victories – even the small ones.
Current Openings

• Basketball, Soccer, Tennis, Cricket Coach
• Social Event MC
• Designer
• Flip House
• Help someone who is suffering – Cancer? Raise awareness, funds?
• Add your own here......
State of Market

- Market has picked up activity
- Oxy, BHP, Apache, HAL, GE is hiring
- Anadarko’s purchase of Freeport Assets has created opps in Midland
- Source – Indeed.com
Lets try some LIVE Analysis Stuff

Petroleum Engineer AND casing AND cementing AND design AND "Open Wells"
Poster Names – For credit

- Himmatwala
- Creature
- Bhag Milkha Bhag
- Singham Returns
- Shiv Charan
- Don 2
- Munna Bhai MBBS